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tanks from world war pdf
The development of tanks in World War I was a response to the stalemate that had developed on the
Western Front.Although vehicles that incorporated the basic principles of the tank (armour, firepower, and
all-terrain mobility) had been projected in the decade or so before the War, it was the alarmingly heavy
casualties of the start of its trench warfare that stimulated development.
Tanks in World War I - Wikipedia
British heavy tanks were a series of related armoured fighting vehicles developed by the UK during the First
World War.. The Mark I was the world's first tank, a tracked, armed, and armoured vehicle, to enter
combat.The name "tank" was initially a code name to maintain secrecy and disguise its true purpose. The
type was developed in 1915 to break the stalemate of trench warfare.
British heavy tanks of World War I - Wikipedia
the lct story: victory in europe plus t he letters of a young ensign by william d. baker lcts (landing craft, tanks)
were crucial fighting vessels in the amphibious warfare of world war ii, but until now no separate history had
been written of their use in european landings.
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